
Dear Mr(s). President, 
 
Many countries have created laws to specifically address 

different types of cloning and if it should or shouldn’t be allowed. The 
US is not one of these countries, which is the reason this letter has 
been sent to the White House. If this is anyone else reading, please 
stop now and give this to the president. 

America has been the last colonised, the last founded, the last to 
fulfill its present day size, but it could be the first on this topic, this 
could be history in its making! 

One way America can be ahead is to allow animal cloning for 
experimentation so scientists can develop experience in the field of 
cloning. If scientists clone more animals, the success rate of the 
cloning will go up and the animal or plant will live longer. According to 
Google search, “When scientists working at the Roslin Institute in 
Scotland produced Dolly, the only lamb born from 277 attempts, it was 
a major news story around the world.” Whilst some people may think 
that this will be a waste of time and money, the more America’s 
scientists try to clone living things, the better the scientists will be at 
it! 

Another way America can be ahead is to have human cell cloning 
and transplants. If scientists clone the animals and we bring up the 
success rate, people’s cells can be cloned and replace people’s damaged 
cells. This will allow people to live longer with healthy cells. According 
to https://www.genome.gov/25020028#al-13 “Researchers hope to use 
embryonic stem cells, which have the unique ability to generate 
virtually all types of cells in an organism, to grow healthy tissues in the 
laboratory that can be used replace injured or diseased tissues.”Some 
people may think that this will not succeed, but how will the world know 
if it will work if it is not tried? 

A third way America can be ahead is that America can perfect 
the art of cloning. If scientists clone more in general, the success rate 
will go up, the price will go down, and there will be endangered/recently 

https://www.genome.gov/25020028#al-13


extinct animals who will live again. According to 
https://www.genome.gov/25020028#al-7 “...cloned other sheep that 
have been genetically modified to produce milk that contains a human 
protein essential for blood clotting. The hope is that someday this 
protein can be purified from the milk and given to humans whose blood 
does not clot properly…” Cloning this type of sheep could be used to 
help people. Whilst some people may think that this will be a waste of 
time and money, the more America’s scientists try to clone living 
things, the better they will be! 

Please consider this information, 
FionAlb

 
Afterward 

This “letter” was written by me to try to convince the president of 
America to accept cloning on certain terms. It was fun trying to 
support something like cloning when there isn’t a lot of cloning around 
yet. Finding evidence took time but was pretty much everywhere 
because there was so little. 

https://www.genome.gov/25020028#al-7

